
DISTINCTIVE CHARACTERISTIC OF A SERVICE FIRM ILLUSTRATED BY

VOLVO

Check out our essay example on Village Volvo Case Study to start writing! How are the distinctive characteristics of a
service firm illustrated by Village Volvo?.

How could Village Volvo differentiate itself from Volvo dealers? Respect Village Volvo Provide good service
with additional service. Also, during the repair process, unexpected problems may arise that influence client
perception of the firm. Providing a shuttle service to nearby University and State Capital would further allow
scheduling oil changes. Implicit services : Set specific time for people for tune-up and oil change, 2. Car repair
and service 4. Consistency: With 22years of cooperation with local dealer, they did not only earn great deal of
training and experience but they are also known for their best satisfactory service. Volvo tries to encourage the
customers to make an appointment so as to smoothen the demand and maximum the profit. A daily shuttle
service which is only two or three times a day is being considered, since no alternate transportation is currently
available. Mechanics take time to discuss problems with their clients; they even take a short test drive with the
customer to be certain that both understand the area of concern. How could Village Volvo manage its back
office I. Information: It is Operation data or information that is provided by the customer to enable proficient
and customized service. Used car exchange 3. As repairs are made the mechanics take notes any problems that
might need attention for future and are given to the clients. New and Used car sales 2. Intangibility On the
basis of their 22 combined years of training and experience with the local Volvo dealer, they have earned a
respected reputation and a following of satisfied customers. For the relationship with customers, Volvo
maintains the relationship with their customers through providing enough information and customizing
services. But Xpresso Lube s service environment encourages people to accept longer waits and, by providing
transportation, it enables customers to drop off their cars in the morning and retrieve them later in the day.
Some customers even come for only the coffee. For the method of service delivery, the delivery service is lack
of variance as Volvo does not provide other transportation to their customers. For the nature of demand and
supply, the demand is routine as such as oil changes and turn ups. Additionally, they have the option to take a
short test drive with the mechanic to have said issues elucidated. Heterogeneity They set time for a customer
contact hours because they believe that it is just important to discuss what problems exist before the work is
done. After the mechanic has made preliminary diagnoses, the service manager gives the vehicle owner an
estimated cost and the approximate time when the repair is completed if no unexpected problems arise.
Integrated Virtual Call Centre 3. Differentiation Through Service Excellence 2. Supporting facility: Village
Volvo occupies a new Butler building with 4 work bays, an office, waiting area and storage room.
Intangibility: Services are generally intangible ideas and concepts, unlike products, which are things.
Customer Relationship 3. Other components of its supporting facility are tools and equipment, an equipment
storage area, a spacious waiting room, chairs, a service counter, street access and parking. There are some
characteristics of Village Volvo. The clients Is not required t be present for the whole process, they can Walt
Inside the waiting room or leave their car until the process Is done. Volvo chooses to use the differentiation
and the cost leadership as it provides the unique services to their customers with reasonable price. Accurate:
One source of information in here is the information regarding the problems of a vehicle that is provided by
the customers and is discussed with the mechanic who will be working on the vehicle.


